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Nature Walk on the NewBridge Campus

Notes from the Editor

Two Years of Community Website
Edward Goldstein

At the beginning of a New Year I realize that
The Bridge Journal has spanned four years at
NewBridge on the Charles. The first issue in
July 2011 began this cooperative venture for
our residents, and we have all enjoyed
glimpses into the lives of our many authors,
sometimes in stories or poems or artwork or
photos. We see articles from new authors,
and especially from new residents, and are
so glad to make new friends. Please, send us
your own material to share in this way.
We cannot continue offering The Bridge
without receiving new material from our
residents. Many of you faithfully have
submitted stories that we print in each issue.
A number of new authors appear in each
issue. I know that there are many more
stories to be told, so sharpen your pencils,
use your text editor on your computer if
possible, but send those personal stories,
whether family or job related or just
thoughts that may be of interest, to
JohnShirleyAverell@gmail.com or put a
typed or handwritten copy in my cubby.

Our Community Website opened officially on
New Year’s Day 2012 — almost exactly two
months after a group of five residents sitting
around a table at The Nosh had agreed to
explore the possibilities of creating one.
Since then it has received more than
25,000 visits, with about 125,000 page
views.
It’s hard to be sure, but our website is
probably the only one to be entirely
managed, operated and financially supported
by residents of any CCRC (Continuing Care
Retirement Community) in America.
The site has recently been expanded to
include videos of presentations at the Men’s
Club and during community-wide events.
Photo Club members exhibit their favorite
photographs on new galleries. To
accommodate the greater variety of
contents, the menu system has been
overhauled to make it easier for residents to
navigate the site.
Where do we go from here? We have three
main priorities:

We rejoice in other innovations. Our resident
Website at NBOCres.org, two years old now,
has become the “go-to” place for information
current and past, entertainment, forms to
request aid from staff, and anything else Ed
Goldstein thinks of.
The Memoir book project of Lorraine
Greenfield gives the world a chance to read
about our many residents' lives. We
congratulate her on this wonderful project.
You will note that a number of our previously
published stories in The Bridge are also
included in “Thoughts Along the Way”, edited
ably by Lorraine.

(1) Provide contents that are useful to
residents.
(2) Make it easier for residents to find the
contents they want on the site.
(3) Make the site more sustainable by
documenting the processes for managing
contents and routinely maintaining the
site.
Finally, I would like to thank:
Our devoted band of volunteers — John
Averell, Sylvia Chapman, Arnie Heiger,
Herb Schwedock and Marvin Ungar —
who are doing a great job keeping
menus, event calendars and galleries upto-date week by week.

Finances for printing The Bridge have been
graciously provided by you, the residents,
for all but two past issues (supplied by HSL
Marketing.) We ask you to continue donating
to The Bridge using the envelopes for HSL
gifts available at the Concierge, the Library,
and the Main Desk. •
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Our Steering Committee — John Averell,
Sylvia Chapman, Jacob Goldberg,
Malcolm Green, Lorraine Greenfield, Herb
Schwedock and Marvin Ungar — who
provide me with sage advice and
guidance. •
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Lightning Strikes

because I often found it fun to play tag with
them.
I see a specific trip — the one time I
capsized.
It happened because the friend with
whom I was sailing and I were careless. We
both jumped off the Lightning from the same
side at exactly the same moment. Righting
the boat by stepping on the centerboard was
easy. However, I never made that mistake
again.

Susan Green

Lightning struck my life on my sixteenth
birthday. My parents gave me the gift of a
Lightning Class sailboat. Lightnings are
members of an international class, nineteen
and a half feet in length with two sails,
mahogany seats and floorboards, and a front
deck large enough for sunbathing! I named
her Judy and Jill after a line of dresses
manufactured by my father. An older cousin,
in New London, Connecticut, where my
Lightning had its home, enjoyed teaching me
to sail.

Over the years my love of sailing was
definitely transmitted to several family
members. An older sister, after many trips
on the Lightning, now delights in Maine
windjammer cruises. My son Richard not
only enjoyed sailing in Maine, but as a
teenager became a sailing counselor at his
summer camp. He used to lie on the deck
reading the popular sailing handbook,
Learning to Sail by Callahan, in order to stay
one step ahead of his campers. He still sails
every chance he gets while traveling. My
California daughter Carol, also a competent
sailor, loves feeling the wind and spray when
the opportunity presents itself.
And there are a number of positive feelings
that I often experienced while sailing. The
most important of these was the sensation of
the wind caressing my face as I sped along.
I still love being outside facing into a breeze.
I felt a sense of accomplishment when I
successfully avoided being becalmed in very
little wind or forced off course by a stormy
sea. If my comb and lipstick were safely
resting in the small drawer ready for use, I
felt that I could be comfortable greeting
anyone I might meet after returning to the
dock!
Sailing on my very own boat ended when
hurricane Carol hit New London in 1954. She
sank to the bottom of the Thames River.
After the storm when we had her raised to
the surface, we sadly felt that it would be
too costly to restore her to her former glory

Many clear images come to mind when I
think of time spent on that boat. I see my
father stretched out on the bench seat fast
asleep and snoring loudly.
I hear the sound of the anchor being
lowered so that we could jump into the cool
water to swim. I see a boarding ladder
hanging off the stern so that we would be
able to climb back into the boat.
I see the sailors on one of the large
Coast Guard ships that regularly patrolled
the river leaning over the rail to wave at me
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Yes, the pleasure I received from my
Lightning made many summers memorable
as I grew up and definitely still makes me
smile. •
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An Altered Image

with several health problems, I moved to
NewBridge from the home I loved in Sarasota in order to be near my Cambridgebased daughter. My impaired mobility and
dexterity have altered my whole way of being in the world.
I am no longer the active, energetic person I was. I am having to learn how to identify myself in terms of who I AM rather than
WHAT I DO, and this is difficult. I, who had
always lived spontaneously, now have to live
planfully. I have to plan ahead to have dinner with other residents; otherwise it means
eating alone in my apartment or alone in the
dining room. I have to plan how to get out
with friends when I can no longer place my
walker in their cars. I have to look for a driver when Newbridge can't supply me with
transportation. I have to plan how I will get
around in museums when I need a wheelchair and someone to push it in order to
traverse long distances. For that matter I
have to do the same even to get to the
Health Center at NewBridge, a long distance
from my apartment. I rail at having to live so
out of character. I am not a planful person. I
am a playful person and in the past I never
lacked for playmates. Chief among them was
Si, husband of fifty eight years.

Glo Wittes

One moment it was there. In the next it had
vanished. My tongue was first to recognize a
large prominent gap where my tooth had
previously been. My FRONT tooth at that,
not one which could easily be hidden when I
talked or smiled. The mirror confirmed the
shocking reality. The tooth was missing! In
an instant the attractive woman I had always
been, tagged frequently as resembling Elizabeth Taylor, had become a hag. True, my
dark hair had become white, lines had replaced my smooth taut skin, and my girth
had expanded over the years. But that had
happened to Elizabeth Taylor too, and I was
still tagged with that resemblance. and complimented as glamorous.
The missing front tooth changed all that.
I was certainly no Elizabeth Taylor look-alike
now. For that matter I was no longer the
Glorianne Schwartz Wittes I had enjoyed being all my life. I was a caricature of myself. I
had become a matronly, decidedly unglamorous old woman. I was mortified!

He, whom I met and loved from our very
first date, was adventurous, challenging, and
fun- loving, but also deep and serious. He
insisted that life be meaningful; I learned
this value from him. Together we heeded
Henry David Thoreau's sage advice to “live
according to thy nature” which for us meant
to live wild, untamed by the world but rather
by one's true nature and discovery. We did
so, with gusto. How do I hold onto that wildness of spirit, that insistence that life must
be lived meaningfully, when I lack the stamina, the determination that is required to live
life in this manner? Michel Le Grand summed
it up in a beautiful song in which he asked,
“How do you keep the music playing? How
do you make it last?” The lyrics, the music
haunt me. I hear it in my head all the time
as the challenge I must face now without my
husband, my playmate, my lover and best
friend.

The dentist managed to create a bridge
for me that incorporated a fake front tooth,
but it was, and still is, very uncomfortable. I
often forget to wear it when I go out and am
chagrined when I realize its absence. Oh
Lord, how could this be happening to me?
Inside I still feel like a twenty year old
but the mirror now belies that. It compounds
the adjustment challenges I have had to face
since losing my husband six years ago, including totaling my car in an accident and
breaking my pelvis in the process. Dealing
The Bridge

I want my life to be as meaningful to me and
purpose driven today — and tomorrow - as it
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Driving with My Honey

was in all my yesterdays. I don't want old
age to rob me of the pleasure I hope to continue to experience in family and friends, in
music and art, in reading and writing, in creativity and discovery. Vanity and a missing
front tooth are things for me to contend
with, but their loss can be replaced by learnings and experiences that are as profound as
any I have had in my life, perhaps more so.

Howard Kravetz

My Honey is driving and I am co-pilot. I
strap on my safety belt and think how safe I
felt when I was a co-pilot during the war and
people were shooting at me. Well, that was
then and this is more dangerous.
My Honey does a good job starting the
car and then she starts to back out of our
garage. I open my eyes just in time to see
that she hasn’t opened the garage door. I
scream and she jams on the brakes and tells
me that it was my job to open the garage
door. I didn’t know I had even applied for
this job, but I push the button that opens
the garage door.
There is a car parked on the street
directly behind us. Before I can open my
mouth, My Honey jams on the brakes. We
are inches from the parked car. I want to
comment that it’s a good idea to look first,
and then back out, but I value my life, so I
keep my mouth shut.

Toward the end of her life, though stricken
with illness, Elizabeth Taylor did some wonderful work to give support and help to the
victims of AIDS. I may not look like her anymore, but then in later life neither did she
resemble the gorgeous young woman she
had been. However her glamour was replaced with an inner beauty that shone
through her magnificent eyes. I hope I will
be as lucky!
I have resolved one thing for myself since
losing that front tooth. Like Elizabeth I will
continue to smile, even when I have forgotten to put in my bridge. A smile brings
gladness. It invites people in. It can reduce
pain and discomfort for the moment. In my
case I hope it does not reveal a hag but rather a person with a missing front tooth. Big
Deal! I recognize and appreciate that I have
had much in my life to make me happy and
to smile about. I have also had losses to
grieve and at times I have felt swamped by
them.
However I appreciate the gift that has
been my life. Some of it was different or
more painful than what I hoped for. Certainly
I have not found answers to all my questions, especially when life has felt unfair. But
I am grateful for what I have had and still
have. I would not have my life otherwise. After all, I still have a mouthful of other teeth,
and a damned nice smile. Some cherished
memories continue to give me guidance and
pleasure, especially the words of Robert
Browning, “Grow old along with me, the best
is yet to be, the end of life for which the first
was made”. I have a whole composed family
of friends and acquaintances here at Newbridge with whom I am growing older, embracing what life we have left, and supporting each other when life is difﬁcult. What
more can a gal ask? Well, maybe a front
tooth? •
The Bridge

We are now on Rt. 28 and My Honey is in the
passing lane going forty miles an hour. Cars
are swerving around us, blowing their horns.
My Honey is oblivious to this and gets very
upset when I suggest she get out of the
passing lane.
We are approaching exit 19A, where we
were supposed to get off the highway, but
she ignores it. When I tell her, “You missed
the exit,” she gives me the silent treatment
and calmly takes the next exit.
I’ve had it. Even though I know I am
going to be in big trouble, I tell her that she
took the wrong exit and now we are
hopelessly stuck on busy Rt.9 and will have
to go far out of our way to get back to 19A.
My Honey is quiet while my barrage of
complaints goes on and on, until she calmly
reminds me that we were not going to visit
the kids (for which we would have taken
19A), but going to the Chestnut Hill Mall,
which was now coming into sight.
I sit there eating crow as she calmly
parks the car, taking up two spaces in the
crowded parking lot. I wipe the sweat off my
brow and say, “Nice job, sweetheart.” I am
rewarded for this nice comment with that
look that means, we will not be speaking for
a while. •
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I Had No Zayde

didn't have to do what Grampa said.
Grampa had so many contacts in the
medical world. He knew a dentist in
Stamford that he told my folks we should go
to. He cared for my teeth right up to the
time I went to college. Now this dentist was
old school. He didn't believe in x-rays, and,
as I found out later, he was an alcoholic.
When I got to college and had a routine
introductory physical, I had so many cavities
that it took me years to either fill or crown
them.
Grampa was a strict Baptist, and always
attended and supported church and
missionary causes. He was treasurer of the
Sudan Interior Mission (SIM) for many years,
before and after his retirement. Many
missionaries used to visit our home because
of connections with him.

John Averell

But I had two grandfathers! I didn't hear the
word zayde until I was in my fifties.
This is about my mother's father, who lived
with my family for several years and
influenced my young life.
Reuben Faulkner O'Brien was born in
1870 in Noel, Hants County, Nova Scotia. He
had seven siblings. According to him, just
about everyone in Noel was named O'Brien,
so people were known by their first name
only. This enclave of Protestant O'Briens
emigrated from Londonderry in about 1770.
Reuben married Lillie Mae Cook, also
from Nova Scotia. They immigrated to the
U.S. before 1900, and became citizens in
1903. He had been trained in medical care,
and was apparently very skilled in hospital
administration. Sometime in the 20's Reuben
became Superintendent of the Manhattan
Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital at 210 East 64th
Street.
My mother called him “Papa”
(pronounced puh-puh). I called him
“Grampa” to distinguish him from Grandad
Averell. He and Gramma O'Brien helped my
folks buy their first house in Darien,
Connecticut in 1943, and moved in with us. I
was about nine at the time, in third or fourth
grade, and we were “doing our part” to beat
the Nazis and protect our shores.
One of my first memories with Grampa
was riding to Shippan Point, where my
parents first lived after moving from
Manhattan. My Dad must have been driving.
We saw the old “bungalow” and went on
down to the shore where we rented a
rowboat. Grampa showed me how to row
there. How he had that skill I have no idea,
but he knew a lot of things.
An embarrassing memory has always
stuck with me. I was going through an odd
phase when for some reason I thought it was
important to use toilet paper liberally after
my “BM” (our own euphemism.) I would roll
out tens of feet of paper at a time. Grampa
was appalled at the waste. He upbraided me
and said, “You only need three squares; two
for the first wipe and one to finish.” Well, my
Mother straightened that out and told me I
could use some reasonable number and
The Bridge

Because Grampa knew the local pastor in
the Stamford Baptist Church, we switched
there from our “home” church, the Swedish
Evangelical Congregational Church. So I met
some new friends and families during those
years.
Grampa was actually quite handy, unlike
my father, who was a good chemist but had
no household skills of a do-it-yourself
person. Grampa taught me how to use tools.
He made a small table in our basement.
He worked with me in our own victory
garden, which occupied our back yard, and
much of our front, until we finally got a plot
(continued at bottom of next column)
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Visit to Jeffrey’s Classroom

The Miracle

Sheila Klein

Shirley Averell

Many years ago, during parents’ visiting
week, I had a very enjoyable visit to my son
Jeff’s classroom. He was in the fourth or fifth
grade at the time. As I was preparing to
leave alter visiting, the teacher asked me to
stay a little longer, as she had something
she wanted to discuss with me. Of course, I
was very concerned and immediately
imagined all sorts of terrible problems.
At our meeting she told me that she had
asked the class to write a short paper
describing their ambitions about what they
might want to do when they grew up. Jeff
had written an excellent paper but she was
very puzzled about one of the occupations he
had mentioned. One of his choices was to be
a rabbi and the other was to be a Q-Tipper.
When I could stop laughing, I explained
that his father worked for a company that
manufactured Q-Tips and as part of his job
he needed to visit that plant very often and
sometimes told us about interesting
experiences that had occurred during his
visits. Jeff had just assumed that if you
worked in a Q-Tip factory you were a QTipper! •

It was a beautiful September day, not quite
autumn, but cool with low humidity, a
perfect day for bike riding. I had not been
on the bike since the previous spring, and
even when I did ride frequently, the tires
always needed air. Clearly, there was a slow
leak. My husband, John, volunteered to
pump up the tires, which is a strenuous task
for me. Afterwards he said it was strange,
the tires did not need air. Both of us
thought that was odd, but we accepted the
little miracle without further ado.

(continued from previous page)
in a nearby lot. I learned a lot about
vegetables then, which I put to use in high
school when I worked after school for a local
market in produce.
Grampa took me and Mother into Manhattan
by train a number of times. We would visit
his old hospital, where his brother (Uncle
Louie) was still an optician. He made my
glasses. There were old nurses there that he
supervised for many years who remembered
me as a baby. I also had some laboratory
tests there when it was discovered that I had
a slight heart murmur, and also when my
metabolism seemed a bit off.
Sometime after the War he and Gramma
moved to Philadelphia to live with Aunt
Esther and family. He died there in 1951.
Our family returned to our “home” church by
that time and re-established old friends
there. But I had been influenced and
mentored and loved by Grampa O'Brien in
some important years of my growing up. •

I got my helmet and sunglasses,
remembered to bring the bicycle key, and
went downstairs to the garage. I unlocked
the bike and started riding out of the garage
when a young man driving a green car into
the garage stopped to talk to me. He said,
“Your tires have a slow leak.” I looked at
him, uncomprehending, and responded, “My
husband tried to put air in the tires today but
they didn’t need much air.” He said “I’ve
been putting air in the tires when I come
here. My father lives here.” His name is
Dan, son of Nat Goldhaber, and he has been
checking all the bike tires on a regular basis.
He is a “bicycle person” and he offered to
replace the inner tubes that are leaking.
I was nonplussed, not only at Dan’s
generous offer but at our ready acceptance
of the little miracle without further thought.
When I talked with Nat Goldhaber a few days
later I learned that son, Danny, is a hand
surgeon. His hobby seems to be performing
mitzvoth, good deeds. •

The Bridge
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Dolphin Wild Quest

or not. When you are in your room, when
you wake up during the night, just keep
repeating it. Don't say ‘I will not be seasick’;
always say it in the positive 'I am motion
sickness free'.” It seemed silly to me, but
what did I have to lose so I followed her
instructions.

Diana Bronner

I had always wanted to swim with wild
dolphins, but not the kind that are cruelly
trained in a large pen. I wanted the real
deal, wild dolphins swimming beautifully free
in blue waters. Lo and behold, there
appeared one day, in the mailbox, in the fall
of 2000, a brochure from a company called
WildQuest. It said that with them I would
experience the ultimate Human-Dolphin
connection in the warm waters of the
Caribbean off the coast of Bimini, just 53
miles east of Miami, that there would be
yoga classes every day and healthy food.
Wow! This was for me, what I had been
dreaming for without even knowing this was
what I had been dreaming for. Without
further ado, I made my reservations and off
I went. I flew from Boston to Miami, stayed
overnight on Miami Beach and the next day
got on a small puddle jumper plane and flew
to Bimini. There were about twelve women
and we stayed in a sparse facility, ate
spartan food, but it all worked.
The next morning we sailed out on a big
catamaran under sunny skies and calm
waters. At an orientation we were told that
we would be on the lookout for pods of
dolphins and that upon such a sighting, a
few designated participants, taking turns,
would jump in the water to swim with the
dolphins. We all waited our turn with great
anticipation — except I suddenly found
myself heaving over the side. I had totally
forgotten that I had a long history of getting
seasick both on large cruise ships and on
smaller boats when I had gone snorkeling
with friends. But on a catamaran, one of the
most stable sailing vessels, one doesn't get
seasick, but there it was. I felt totally
miserable and humiliated.
At the end of the day, a fellow traveler
came up to me and said, “You know, you
don't have to get seasick. Here's what I want
you to do. When we get back to land, say,
over and over again, 'I am motion sickness
free'. Keep saying it whether you believe it

The Bridge

The next day, back on board, I continued the
repetition of my mantra. At some point I had
to go down into the hold to the bathroom
and it was rocking and rolling down there. I
panicked, but kept saying my words. To my
utter amazement, I had absolutely no sign of
motion sickness. It was gone. My body
believed what my mind had been telling it.
To know I could consciously influence my
bodily reactions was so freeing, I was
delighted with myself.
Back on topside, my turn came to jump
into the warm waters of the Caribbean. At
first I was swimming by myself, then
suddenly I became aware that a magnificent
dolphin had come up behind me and was
now swimming side by side with me, though
at a safe distance from me. For a few
seconds my world above disappeared and I
became one with this creature in his watery
blue space. My world and the world of this
wild dolphin that had chosen to swim with
me became one; nothing else existed for
me. But as my companion pulled ahead of
me, I found I couldn't keep up. As the
distance between us grew, I suddenly heard
amazing clicking noises, which seemed to
travel through the water like sonar till they
reached my heart. My dolphin was saying its
farewell to me, and as I slowly rose back to
the surface, I tucked that creature into my
heart where it has been for all these years.
Postscript: With the newfound confidence in
my ability to control the seasickness, John
and I subsequently did a major trip to
Antarctica, a trip we had always discounted
because of my ills. I said my mantra over
and over and never got sick. I also realized
that I had taken on my father's ills as I
remembered stories of how he had gotten
seasick while deep-sea fishing. •
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The Game

The game was exciting. First Penn was
winning, then Penn was losing. Near the very
end of the game Penn was down by seven
points. Then a “Tom Brady” pass and, the
game ended in a 34-point tie. Many of you
know that Coach O'Brien was Brady's coach
with the Patriots, so he must have
remembered a few Brady plays as well as his
famous “goal-line” passes.
The game then went into overtime. Each
team in succession met at the 20-yard line
and had four downs to score. Three
overtimes produced no winner. Then
Michigan got a successful field goal. Now the
score was Michigan 37 and Penn 34. When
Penn got the ball, would you believe that a
freshman took the ball and crossed the goal
line for a touchdown! Final score Penn State
40 Michigan 37. You cannot replicate the
noise of 107,000 fans — and indeed some of
the voices were ours. Colleen O'Brien,
Coach's wife, thanked us for bringing them
Good Luck.

Jay Fialkow
It all started one night when my grandsons
Mike and Matt and I had dinner with Paul
Hardiman. He told us of the relationship his
son Brian had with Bill O'Brien, Coach of the
Penn State football team in State College,
PA. One of my grandsons said that he would
love to go to a game at Penn State. The rest
is history.
At 9am Saturday October 12 Matt and Mike
picked me up here at NewBridge. We drove
to Hanscom Field, valeted the car and
walked into the terminal where we met the
Hardimans, Paul, Brian, and grandson
Charlie. We then met the captain and first
mate of our plane loaned to us by my son
David. Off we flew to State College.
We arrived at noon and were picked up
by an SUV arranged for us by Brian. The
driver George took us downtown. We found
ourselves in the midst of a huge crowd of
coeds and gawking boys. They were all busy
shopping for white tee shirts and sweats
(since Penn State's colors are white and
royal blue). Of course we followed them into
the stores where we also bought white tee
shirts, caps and sweats because we were
about to attend the game of Penn State
against Michigan. It was a gorgeous warm
day and we were there.
George picked us up and we were off to
Beaver Field where we met Coach O’Brien's
wife, his children, his folks and her folks at
their tailgate party under a big tent next to
the stadium.
At 2:30 we took an elevator to the third
floor where we were ushered into the
Coach's suite on the 25-yard line. We were
overwhelmed when we looked out over the
field and the stands. Everyone was in white
— it was called a "whiteout". Later in the
afternoon the announcer advised that there
were 107,000 people in attendance.

The Bridge

It was now 9:30 and George picked us up for
our 10pm departure. It was 1 am before any
of us got to bed (although little Charlie slept
on the plane). It was one of those incredible
days and our family thanks the Hardimans
for our great experience. •
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Aunty Flo and Christmas Eve

Making Jelly – Circa 1935

Sybil Gladstone

Rita Fireman

When my parents were courting, they had an
unusual friendship with Florence Tepelman.
My mother and Flo had met when they had
their first jobs in New York, and soon my
father was included in their friendship. He
worked in Middleboro, Mass and frequently
took the overnight boat ride on the Fall River
Line to see his girlfriend in New York. When
the boat docked, there he would see Alice
and Flo awaiting him! I presume the lovers
had time alone, but they both loved their
buddy Flo. An old maid, in the parlance of
the 20's, and an only child, she grew close to
our family, and always brought my Grandma
Rosie a new dress when she came to visit.
Still single when my brother and I were
teenagers, Aunty Flo stayed close, and once
invited me to her office in New York to meet
her colleagues. A confirmed Lutheran, she
had proudly introduced into her company,
the Casein Company of America, its first
Jewish staff member, despite traditional
bias. In time she met and married Peter
Manovik, whose background remained a
mystery, but whose devotion was
unquestioned.

Strawberries, fresh strawberries
Fresh picked.
A dime a box, only ten pennies.
Ho ladies.
Take a look
at these beauties.
Better than the old country.
Very sweet.
Here take a bite.
You want I should
turn them over for you?
Not a rotten one.
How many boxes?
Such a shayna maidel,
your daughter, yes?
You want to feed the horse?
Maidela, a carrot for you.
You should live
a long sweet life little miss
and the mamme also.
Strawberries, fresh strawberries
I’l1 tell you what missus.
You buy ten boxes
I’1l make it two boxes for a nickel.
So juicy, so red.
Make a strawberry pie for the mister
Make jelly for the kinder.
You got a big schiesel in the house?
You got sugar.
You got jars.
You got strawberry jelly.

In my early teens, I received an invitation
from the Manoviks for an overnight visit on
Christmas Eve. In their cozy apartment, a
small artificial tree had been set up for my
pleasure, with prettily wrapped gifts
underneath it. Aunty Flo had bought
recordings of Christmas carols for my
entertainment, and I played them
continually, favoring, "Hark the Herald
Angels Sing Glory to the Newborn King". I
also enjoyed "It Came Upon a Midnight
Clear" and "Silent Night."
After dinner we rested, then dressed
warmly to attend the Lutheran Church in
Kew Gardens, Long Island, in time for the
midnight service. Over the snowy, silent
streets we walked a long distance to church.
It felt so strange to be out so close to
midnight, but I felt comfortable in Flo and
Peter's company.

(continued from previous column)

When we arrived, Uncle Peter, elegantly
attired in a pearl gray homburg and a velvetcollared Chesterfield, left us to undertake his
duties as a deacon, while Aunty Flo and I
were seated. To my amazement, the
midnight service began when a maroonrobed choir entered from the rear, joyfully
singing hymns. I had never been in a church
or seen a choir, and I felt swept away by the
majesty of the occasion.
Afterwards, our footsteps crunched on
the frozen snow-covered sidewalks as we
headed for home and hot chocolate. The
spell cast by my experience never left me,
nor did it affect my allegiance to Judaism. It
seemed that a bit of magic had come into
my life, and I treasure it still. •

(continued at bottom of next column)
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Century

ten miles per hour. But I knew from
experience that, as the day went on, I would
have to slow down and rest more frequently.
By 11:00 I reached Barnegat, about fifty
miles from home — half way. With six hours
left to do fifty miles I would have to average
a little better than eight miles per hour.
Piece of cake!
Maybe. My muscles and the part of me
that was in contact with the narrow,
amazingly hard racing saddle, were just
beginning to suggest that it would perhaps
not be quite that easy. But, after resting a
while at a beachside refreshment stand,
having some pie a la mode and coffee, I took
off much refreshed. It took about five more
miles for that feeling to wear off.
The sun seemed almost unbearably hot;
the back of my neck felt incredibly
sunburned. My helmet seemed to weigh a
ton. Muscles in my legs, arms, neck and
back were complaining bitterly. And, of
course, the saddle had become neither softer
nor wider — agony.
I rode on. I began to understand what
athletes and mountain climbers mean when
they talk about the challenge being more
psychological than physical. The body just
kept cranking away. The brain, receiving
agonized messages from every pain
transmitter, said, “Enough already!” Every
public telephone by the side of the road was
a beguiling invitation to call home and ask to
be picked up. What was keeping me going?
Stubbornness? Fear of looking ridiculous? I
guess it’s a guy thing.
The aches got worse, much worse. By
now, everything hurt. I didn’t even want to
think about my saddle sores. I had to rest
every ten to fifteen minutes now. Getting
back on the bike after a rest stop was a
supreme act of will. The minutes kept ticking
away — ever faster, it seemed.
At ten minutes to five I finally arrived at the
cul-de-sac in front of our house. The
odometer read 99.0 miles — one mile to go.
Feeling like an idiot, I rode around the tight
circle until the odometer turned 100. It was
three minutes before five — nine hours and
fifty-seven minutes from the time I started
in Ocean City. I had done it!

Edward Goldstein

Many men turning fifty find it necessary to
prove something — perhaps to themselves,
perhaps to others. In my own case, I
decided to do a “Century” — riding a bicycle
one hundred miles in ten hours or less.
Doing a Century to celebrate a half-century
of living seemed particularly appropriate.
I decided to make the attempt on a weekend
soon after Labor Day. To prepare for the
event, I started riding in earnest early in the
spring, a couple of months after my
birthday: an hour or two after returning from
work, several hours each Saturday and
Sunday. Weekend mileage grew from ten to
twenty to forty miles. The aches and pains
diminished as Labor Day approached.
Then came the map work. Careful
measurement established that Ocean City,
New Jersey — about 15 miles south of
Atlantic City — was just one hundred miles
from Little Silver, New Jersey, where we
lived. It met all my criteria: the intervening
terrain was about as flat as one could find on
the East Coast; the road ran mostly north
and south, which meant that head winds
would be unlikely. I knew from previous car
trips that US Highway 9 had broad, wellmaintained shoulders.
So, around Labor Day, I disassembled my
beautiful Fuji and soaked its components in a
variety of coffee cans and plastic containers
filled with kerosene. During the test ride the
gears shifted as smooth as silk. The wheels
ran true. The brakes stopped me on a dime.
The bike was ready.
The logistics were working out. The
weather forecast for the weekend was
favorable: temperatures in the seventies,
moderate winds, no chance of rain. On
Saturday morning, I strapped my bike to the
back of our car and my then-wife Ro, and
five-year-old daughter Ruth and I set out for
a day in Atlantic City. That night, we stayed
at a motel in Ocean City and — precisely at
seven the next morning — I waved good-bye
to wife and child and took off.
I maintained a speed between twelve
and fifteen miles per hour. To ride a hundred
miles in ten hours, I would have to average
The Bridge

“Not bad for an old guy,” I thought. What did
I know from old at fifty?•
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Peak Romances

whispers of air caressing bare rock surfaces
and the joyful chortles of birds celebrating
their freedom to soar in the eddying, urging
swirls of air currents, I am engulfed by an
awesome sense of connection to something
of ineffable beauty and power. I hear an
inner voice, softly confiding, “This is our
earth planet as it should be.” I respond,
audibly, “I am happy to be alive.”
There is a powerful prelude to the
enchantment of the summit. I feel blessed to
view a surviving sliver of the natural world. I
marvel at the diversity of creatures and
creations, existing, if not in total harmony,
at least in a sustainable balance.
Depending on the location and season,
fields of brilliantly-hued wild flowers —Indian
paintbrush, brittlebush, mallow, fireweed,
ocotillo, or collages of autumn leaves,
yellow, red, orange, brown, purple — paint
the lower slopes. Occasionally, one species
claims a giant patch as its own, but more
often they share the interstices with less
prolific brethren, adding a textural
dimension, the whole coalescing into
nature’s own jig-saw puzzle.
The gurgle of water lures me toward
precipitous banks, which channel a roaring
flow of icy snowmelt splashing over boulders
worn smooth into sculptural shapes by eons
of caressing cascades. A small, forked twig
snags between two rocks, then shivers and
struggles, unwilling to accept permanent
entrapment. With childlike enthusiasm, I
unconsciously imbue this bone of a treebody with purpose. “Come on, come on, you
can do it!” I cheer with delight when it does.
Rounding a bend on a long, steep
switchback, my heart pounding, sweat
drenching my unremoved clothing, my
backpack's wet straps clinging, I pause to
replenish my lungs. A grey boulder confronts
me, towering a foot taller than I. Its bulk is
tightly clasped by vertical root-arms thicker
than mine, thrusting down into the earth
through a maze of fallen leaves. Then, as
realization dawns that these exposed roots
must nourish a tree, my gaze rises to the
boulder's top and I see the stout trunk that
seems to sprout from the rock itself, then
disappears upward into a thicket of
branches. Awe yields to thoughts about
centuries of erosion, moving glaciers, and

Jerome Medalie

For over fifty years I have pursued and
thoroughly enjoyed a series of intermittent,
but enduring, love affairs. The activities
associated with these relationships have
invariably been at elevated levels; passions
have always soared; the encounters have
unfailingly left me breathless and exhausted.
From Alaska to New Hampshire to New
Zealand I have engaged in fleeting, but
richly satisfying, trysts with magnificent
partners, each with a distinctive shape, size,
color, and degree of resistance to conquest.
With advancing age and declining endurance,
I have abandoned some of them, even while
the desire remained constant, perhaps
enhanced by the fading likelihood of
ascending to past pleasurable heights.
I remember these lovers well, with pride,
affection and admiration. I can name them
all. None would mind. They are mountains.
Now, some may regard romances with
mountains as an impermissible, even
grotesque, use of literary license.
Concededly, “love affair” does imply
reciprocity by the object of one’s desire.
And, surely, no tasteless joke involving
inadequacy of movement by one party will
emerge in this context. But if quiet
acceptance of my passion, the provision of
extreme pleasure to both spirit and body,
and nearly always inducing a desire to return
— if this isn’t the requisite response to my
ardor, it’s all I ever asked.
But the truth is that those who decry my
provocative use of a romantic setting for the
intensely magnetic attraction mountains hold
for me are correct — but for a different
reason: the dominating sensations are
spiritual, not sensual.
Undeniably, part of the ecstasy is in
postponing physical exhaustion far beyond
the anticipated point of collapse and then
clambering, crawling and clawing to the
highest peak of the most spectacular
viewpoint. But hiking in and climbing up
mountains and planting my enormous feet
on their summits have been profoundly
moving experiences. I have respected
mountain spaces as comparable to a
religious sanctuary. Hearing nothing but the
The Bridge
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above all, the universality and power of the
desire of all living things to survive.
But this boulder has more to display. My
fingers trace the diagonal, white, jagged line
of marble stitching together the top and
bottom portions – a seam marking a tectonic
shift two million years ago.
Now rays of sunlight pierce a path across
the canyon to illuminate a patch of violet
bell-shaped flowers peeking out from a
crevice high on the rock face. This fissure
had just enough depressed surfaces and soil
to nurture these flyaway seed-orphans. The
perky growth flaunts its elegance against the
grey boulder like a full orange moon rising in
the early evening sky.
Inches above, a palette of black, orange,
blue and greyish-white lichen several yards
wide clings tenaciously to a vertical surface
sheared by a passing glacier and proclaims
that, despite what you have seen, it is the
main attraction. This vivid mural resembles
“abstract art" seen in museums, but it
dwarfs any of them. For a fleeting moment I
am aware that the heightened chirping of
the birds is applause for that discovery.
I climb past organ pipes and cow grass.
A sudden snapping of a twig whips my head
around to spot a moving patch of white
against beige. I have disturbed a deer.
` The trail narrows. Here only the sturdiest
trees with the deepest roots and the thickest
bark have resisted the storms, the crushing
movement of glaciers and the scalding heat
of massive fires. Unrelenting winds have
bent and stunted the charred and gnarled
trunks of these survivors, whose limbs have
twisted themselves into defensive crouches.
It is startling to sense a kinship with trees.
Just below the summit is the flat, bare,
rock-strewn tundra, where trees have
surrendered, and only rare species of alpine
plant life and monumental bees coexist.
Above, an eagle lazily circles, appraising
whether I might be a potential meal.
At higher elevations the path may be
obscured by a blanket of snow on the
northern exposure, narrowing to a ribbon on
the eastern and western ridgelines. At the
edges, where the snow has melted and then
refrozen, thousands of crystalline shapes
twinkle like spilled diamonds. Where boots
have pressed, the snow has dissolved into
The Bridge

tiny rivulets, staining the bald rock.
Hundreds of feet below, these miniature
streams will join that surging, muscular
mass of water which had borne a liberated
twig on its trip to the base.
Finally, at the summit, I rest and revel in
my glorious achievement. The mountain's
smooth shoulders slope down from my feet.
The air is brisk. I begin to shiver from the
rapid evaporation of perspiration. All those
shed layers of clothing are restored to my
body. I slip into untroubled contemplation.
Often, from the summit, you will see a
stunningly peaceful panorama, pastel hues
blending with the dark green tones and black
shadows of the lower slopes. All melds into a
visually soothing image, obscuring the
erratic scarring of the landscape. Even
obscene, gaudy graffiti appeals when seen
from far enough away to make it illegible.
Here there is little or no noise, no loud
cell phone chatter, no amplified blaring of
pounding, grating, grinding sounds claiming
to be music. Nor do I hear the shrieking,
primal wails of today's popular singer-idols,
striving to recreate the commands of, and
carnal responses to, Caligula in his prime.
No, here is a shared respect for the
primacy of voices of nature, a tacit
understanding that human sounds must be
subdued. There is relief from the clamor of
the raucous, discordant, agitated
environment we have created.
Recently, my summit reveries have lost
their idyllic quality. The catalyst for disquiet
may be the irritating whine of an "all terrain
vehicle" crashing through foliage or the more
insidious recognition that my beloved
mountains are being devastated by mining,
drilling, fracking, logging, drought and
pollution. Mauled without cessation and, in
some aspects, to irretrievable collapse by
our indifferent species, the natural world has
shriveled. Globally, mountains in only small
areas of state and national parks remain
unmarred; even these are under constant
assault by developers and distracted or
corrupted governments. The world into
which humans were invited by an
unsuspecting host is crumbling. Future
generations of hikers will have no romances
with mountains.
It is time to go. •
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– small birds complete with neck and head
erect arranged in a circle on individual
plates. We were advised how to eat them –
pop the whole body in your mouth and
carefully chew. Then the supreme course – a
complete suckling pig ready to be carved.
What would my mother think!
A Jewish family, the Sassoons, came
from Bagdad in the late 1800s and made
many a fortune in Hong Kong. They owned
the Electric Power Company and even sold
power to the Mainland Chinese. They were
very philanthropic and built a beautiful
traditional synagogue on Hong Kong Island.
There has always been an ex-patriot
population there. In our days it was
estimated to be around 24,000 from all over
the world. Of course, there were many Jews.
Some had immigrated from Harbin and
Shanghai where Jews who escaped the
Russian revolution of 1918, and then the
horrors of the Holocaust, settled. Frozen
kosher meat from Australia was available.
Matzos and kosher wine were available at
Passover. Friday night and Saturday services
in the Sassoon shul were followed by an
oneg shabbat and a luncheon cooked and
served by Chinese. I remember that the
chopped liver and gefilte fish were delicious.

Live and Learn
Murray Staub
Up until the time I was assigned to our Far
East offices, I had grown up in an orthodox
home with strictly kosher cuisine. Then I
married Rhoda, who had no background in
kashruth (kosher observance), but did her
best, buying kosher meat and keeping
separate dishes. In that way, my parents felt
comfortable visiting and eating in our home.
But when we arrived in Hong Kong, all
bets were off. I went on the first tour of my
area. First stop was Seoul, Korea. This was
in 1975; the damage to Seoul from the war
was significant and my hosts were concerned
where we could have lunch. They finally
decided on “The Chinese Restaurant.” They
felt it would be O.K. for my Western tastes.
Here I am, a stranger from New Jersey,
naïve in cuisine, and now asked, “What
would you like?” “Well,” I said, “I prefer not
to eat pork and I don't particularly like
duck.” Now, those of you Chinese food
gourmets know that these are the bedrocks
of Chinese cooking.
Well, after intense discussion between
the waiter and owner, they told me, “We
have something that you will enjoy.” You will
never guess what this was...”Three course
octopus”! From tentacles to body and who
knows what else, it was presented with
beaming smiles.

My father had passed away just before we
came to Hong Kong and I always tried to go
to shul on Saturday if I was in town to say
kaddish, the prayer that observant Jews say
daily for a year after the death of a parent.
The shul did not have a resident Rabbi but
did have a baal tefila, a reader of the Torah.
I was offered the first aliyah on my first visit,
gave him my name Mayer ben Eleazar
Hacohen and I said the blessings. For the
next three or four times I came to shul the
Reader would ask my name. I finally said,
“I've been here many times, you always look
for me, obviously know me now, why don't
you remember my name?” He defiantly
answered, “Well this is a Sephardic shul and
your name is Ashkenazi!”

Some days later, in Hong Kong, we were
invited to an elegant dinner at a very
wealthy couple's home. It started with being
picked up by their driver and Rolls Royce.
Yes, we were impressed.
This was a beautifully decorated
apartment with its own gorgeous lawn
overlooking Hong Kong Bay with the lights of
the many skyscrapers filling the sky. This
sumptuous dinner was filled with more
things that I had never eaten, or had ever
seen. The first course was a platter of cold
meats of unknown kind, arranged artistically
in the shape of a phoenix in accurate colors.
Two other courses, of the many that
followed, I will always remember: rice birds

The Bridge

Oh, how quickly one learns other cultures’
customs and appetites! •
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The Park Bench

peaceful scene; the family collie struggling
mightily to untie her leash to the bench. I've
seen a silver and blue helmeted cyclist, long
legs stretched before him, his Cervelo
leaning against the bench while he pauses a
few restful minutes. Another wheeled
vehicle, this time a walker propped
diagonally at one end of the bench.
Two women sit closely together, one
white, one brown-skinned. The white
woman's hair is pinned neatly in a bun; the
dark skinned woman wears a nurse's
uniform. A young Mom holding her baby
close in the crook of her right arm (is she
nursing?), while her left arm is outstretched,
holding or reading a book. Ah yes – young
lovers. Although there are two, it seems as if
there is only one, so closely bound they are
in each other's arms.

Frankie Wolff

In uptown New Orleans, across the neutral
ground from Tulane University and Holy
Name of Jesus Church (the one with the bell
tower), is a mostly green oasis – Audubon
Park. Cars have long been banned from the
asphalt road formerly used to drive around
the elliptical interior, with its golf course and
meandering lagoon in the center.
Today, a mélange of walkers, runners,
cyclists, Moms wired with iPods pushing
strollers, women wrapped in hijabs (in
uptown New Orleans!), dogs on leashes,
panting to keep up with their owners on
skates – all fill the road. Sometimes I must
weave quickly to avoid oncoming cyclists in
the part of the road clearly designated: NO
BIKES!

I am never ready to leave the Park. Still, the
church bell's sonorous bongs remind me it
will soon be dark. I walk out of the Park in
the direction of my car, surrounded by
familiar, loved sounds of the St. Charles
Avenue streetcar mingled with Tulane
students bustling all around, some jogging to
the Park in the half light, under oak trees
heavy with moss, perhaps past the park
bench.

This potpourri of humanity and sounds swirls
about me; it is part of what I love about
being in the Park. But oh, the park bench is
my favorite, what I enjoy most, what I look
forward to. Who will be sitting there today,
their back to me? I see them through the
slats in the bench as they face the lagoon:
the ducks, pure white egrets (depending on
the season) resting in tree limbs almost
touching the water, or, across the open
expanse, a golfer teeing off.

The occupants of the Park Bench stay with
me. I wonder about them, their lives. I make
up stories about who they are and why they
chose to sit on the park bench today. They
enrich my memories of the Park, adding Life
to the still-life quality of the mostly green
oasis in uptown New Orleans. •

Today a nun sits alone, her starched habit
billowing out like twin clouds on each side of
her head. Yesterday a family: a young boy
wrapped around the top of the bench; Mom
and Dad's heads thrown back, perhaps
enjoying the cloudless blue sky or the
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Winding Down
Liane Reif-Lehrer
Houses, furniture,
relationships, kittens:
The gleam of newness gives way
To rust, peeling veneer, boredom
and cats.
When it was all new
Time had no meaning.
They spoke, skin to skin,
Breaking their gaze only
For moments of youthful shyness,
Until the rising sun
Reminded them that
it was time to sleep.
Their thoughts
danced around the Maypole,
Patterning a life
As years wound around,
Until there was
but a short end left.
By then, it had all been said —
Or would remain unspoken.
The glow had dimmed. –
There was only base-wood
And the last cat had died
Long ago. •
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Ingenuity
Estelle Ringer

Parents Night was that night — 6:30 pm. A
large class project of spring flora and fauna
needed one last six-year-old artist. Joey
finally had his turn at the canvas with brush
and paint, and a determined smile.
I was absorbed with a reading group when I
was suddenly interrupted. My class erupted
in giggling and finger pointing. I looked up to
see; to my dismay, Joey had painted pink
penises on all the bunnies!
I tried to compose my own and my children's frenzy. It was close to dismissal time,
but I called upon two star artists to apply
camouflage. In record time every pink penis
was now a flower. Assessing the situation —
not too bad! I could face the parents at
6:30 pm. •
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